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Abstract
In this paper, we explore the utilization of natural language to drive transfer for reinforcement
learning (RL). Despite the wide-spread application of deep RL techniques, learning generalized
policy representations that work across domains remains a challenging problem. We demonstrate
that textual descriptions of environments provide a compact intermediate channel to facilitate effective policy transfer. Specifically, by learning to ground the meaning of text to the dynamics of the
environment such as transitions and rewards, an autonomous agent can effectively bootstrap policy
learning on a new domain given its description. We employ a model-based RL approach consisting
of a differentiable planning module, a model-free component and a factorized state representation to effectively use entity descriptions. Our model outperforms prior work on both transfer and
multi-task scenarios in a variety of different environments. For instance, we achieve up to 14%
and 11.5% absolute improvement over previously existing models in terms of average and initial
rewards, respectively.

1. Introduction
Deep reinforcement learning has emerged as a method of choice for many control applications,
ranging from computer games (Mnih et al., 2015; Silver et al., 2016) to robotics (Levine, Finn,
Darrell, & Abbeel, 2016). However, the success of this approach depends on a substantial number
of interactions with the environment during training, easily reaching millions of steps (Nair et al.,
2015; Mnih et al., 2016). Moreover, given a new task, even a related one, this training process has
to be performed from scratch. This inefficiency has motivated recent work in learning universal
policies that can generalize across related tasks (Schaul, Horgan, Gregor, & Silver, 2015), as well
as other transfer approaches (Parisotto, Ba, & Salakhutdinov, 2016; Rajendran, Lakshminarayanan,
Khapra, Prasanna, & Ravindran, 2017). In this paper, we explore transfer methods that use text
descriptions to facilitate policy generalization across tasks.
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